1997 camaro z28

If you love cars, few sounds will focus your attention like the throttle snapping open on a
free-revving V And for , the Camaro Z28's LT1 exhales through big, attention-getting pipes.
Chevrolet Motor Division allowed us our first taste of the '97 Camaro in race-pacer form at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway. The standard Camaro seatbelts were in place, but we ignored
them and buckled on the wide racing lap belts, tugging hard on the cinching strap. A twist of the
ignition key revealed a basso profundo V-8 idle as deep as a Colorado mine shaft. Track
officials have specified the 4LE electronically controlled automatic transmission because "it's
just one less driver distraction" when trying to corral tens of thousands of horsepower roaring
up behind at mach speed. If there's ever a time to avoid a missed gear, that would be it. We
squeezed the short-throw brake pedal and pulled the lever into Drive. The car surged and
groaned loudly against its brakes. Then, with just a hint of tire squeal, we were off. When fourth
gear was reached and the torque converter locked up, the Camaro's cube V-8 seemed to loaf
along, barely above idle. Drive the car hard, and the transmission bangs into the next gear with
a positive-feeling thunk. Drive gently, however, and the shifts are smooth and barely
discernible. The chassis, with confidence-inspiring stability, locked itself into a groove in the
middle of the track. And the steering became a relaxed, one-handed deal, even tooling along at
a vigorous 80 mph. With less than miles on the odometer, the seat cushions felt firm and nicely
contoured, but our experience is that these shallow buckets, necessitated by the lack of
headroom, quickly become tiring. We're hoping the seats receive an upgrade when the car gets
a serious redo for the '98 model year. But wait, aren't most race pacers heavily modified? How
can a pace car provide a reasonable picture of the new production Camaro? Jon Moss says that
although in the not-so-distant past, carmakers virtually redesigned street cars to meet the
track's higher speed, handling, and braking requirements, this '97 was barely massaged for
Indy. Except for the engine tweaks and the strobes, the rest of these go-fast parts are available
as regular production option 1LE. According to Moss, the simple engine mods boost output
from to horsepower. The gain is noticeable mostly at high rpm, but helped lower mph times by
about 0. The quarter mile improved from Actually, the biggest change in the '97 Camaro will be a
revised interior, and all '97 models will get the 30th Anniversary insignia on the seat headrests.
Dick Almond, Chevrolet brand manager for Camaro and Corvette, explained that many of the
changes were made to make the styling more appealing to female buyers, who now make up
half of the Camaro's loyal owner body. Despite a mild cockpit freshening, the car's
instrumentation remains basically the same, but all of the hard angles are gone and dual
cupholders are grafted into the center console. Almond says that, along with the aesthetic
changes, engineers also went after the dash attachment points and contact areas to eliminate
the characteristic squeaks and rattles that have plagued this firm-riding beast since With
aggressive styling that has barely aged since its '93 introduction, a top-notch V-8 engine, a
simple but precise suspension, powerful anti-lock four-wheel disc brakes, and a rugged, stable
platform, the Camaro Z28 remains one of the world's greatest performance bargains. Close Ad.
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car. Previous owner maintained very well. A that had been driven less than miles average per
year. The Camaro SS drives great but is claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the LT2 six cyl.
The LT 2 and the ss are both very cheaply designed and appointed , thank God they made great
strides forward on the and up. Other than the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad they are
stopping production in Probably to be repla Read more. This car is a great value in terms of
value per dollar. I will admit there is one or two feature I would have like to had, but they were
not deal breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner. Why Use CarGurus? From an exterior,
visual perspective, little had changed on the Camaro since the introduction of its fourth
generation in And though the car would get a mild update the following year, the only easy way
to distinguish a Camaro from its predecessors from the previous few years was the inclusion of
new tri-colored taillights. But there were changes that were slightly improving the car
year-by-year. The aforementioned new interior styling updated the seats, dashboard and
console, anticipating the exterior update coming the following year. One contributing factor was
the base motor, which was phased in for the year model and standard on all cars since Because
of this relatively high performance and the availability of a performance handling package,
many buyers chose the base engine over the V8 that was standard in the Z28 and SS models
and optional for all other Camaros. That engine was a 5. Total production was 95, units, a peak
that has yet to be reached again for Camaro production to date. As it was every year, the coupe
was the best-selling Camaro of , and in fact its production of 51, was well over twice as much as
the next closest model. The RS appearance package was back as an option in , though this
would be the last year it was available. It came in both coupe and convertible models, and a
total of 9, were produced. The second best-selling car in the Camaro line up, total Z28
production was 21, and included both Z28 coupes and Z28 convertibles. Like the Z28, the SS
came standard with the V8 engine and was basically both an appearance and performance
package for the car. The 30th Anniversary coupe was very distinctive in that it was arctic white
with orange hugger stripes. It was available in both a coupe and a convertible, and 4, were
manufactured. For , production numbers between Mustang and Camaro were fairly similar, with
just over 10, more Mustangs being produced than Camaros. This would be the last year,
however, that sales figures would be so close, as Camaro was about to go into a sales decline
while sales of Mustangs were rising. Neither car was selling as many models as they had as
recently as the mids, due in part to the influx of competition. Though there were no other pony
cars, foreign car companies were producing many sporty, small cars that were taking more and
more share of the market. I found this gem sitting in the used car lot on base in a corner with a
for sale sign on it and I fell in love with it as soon as I saw it. I love the body style, because I
think it looks like a evil shark. Black with black 30th edition leather without a scratch in the
interior. The Positives are its fast mustang killer , looks mean, lots of parts for mods, reliable, no
major problems at , miles. You will not be disappointed. The 97 Camaro Z28 is a letter mark year
for performance, attitude, and capabilities. Unlike the early 90s Z28s the had an upgraded
exhaused system added 10hp. The 97 feature upgraded tires from 8in to 9in thick. Delivering
better handling and braking. The interior was changed in 97 and stayed the same until This is
the first year for daytime running lights, and the last year of no speed limiter. The stats on the
car are incredible and unrivialed for the price. The handling is rated at. If motified the car will
easly exceed the stock standard. The engine is fitted as far back as possible in the bay; to the
point that is half under the dash. Four wheel vented disc brakes bring the car to a stop in a
second. All this makes the automatic alittle quicker than the 6sp. Infact the car was made for
auto. The of auto is 5. Now the badâ€¦ No car is without its down falls. This car has a small oil
leak from the manifold, because of pressure from downshifting. Its small and does not effect the
car, and burns on the engine when driven regularly. The refinement is lacking because of the
new interior. Electronic issues are routine every so many years. Mostly the powerwindows. I
replaced the 3times and finially I stopped changing the motor and did the assembly. Even with
these problems this car is a amazing performance deal, and there are fewer and fewer out there.
The only thing keeping it from getting all 5s from me, is that the car is still to new for it to be
rare. However, for every camaro there are 5 mustangs out there. Something to think about. This
car is a rush from the first thrust of torque, and one apex will make you a junky. This is the car
that got me into modifing and performance tuning. Even after 5 years of owning it, it still puts a
fiendish grin on my face when I get to a light. My car is hp and will cover the quarter in What car
for under inversted and to own can claim such a thing? This car is a great performer, but a
cumbersom unruley everyday driver. Remember this is a poor mans Vette and should be driven
with the same repect. I know to many guys and girls that have total these cars. So not a good
driver in winter or for the new drivers. But for someone who wants a second car, I would
strongly recommend it. I own four cars and this one is my favorite. I have a 97 SS and mine is
numbered to be Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
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Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Motor was redone, new head gaskets, bolts, tune
up, sensors, etc. This collectors Camaro came in white with orange stripes which I also
purchased however did not install because I'm not a huge fan of orange , white interior with
white wheels. Everything was done back into factory specifications except for a Flowmaster
muffler for a nice low tone, intake and lower control arms. Those were only installed because at
the time they were something I saw as performance that was cost effective versus stock
replacements. The only issues I would say the car has is tires I didn't want to replace them
because I know most people will likely put on aftermarket wheels , the driver door pin is a little
saggy, the driver door hinge retractor spring is missing because of the hinge sagging. Interior is
very nice, carpet is probably a 7 out of ten however proper floor mats cover any conspicuous
areas. The driver side tail light and marker light occasionally turn off, however it is not due to
bulbs, but I can never get it to act up when trying to diagnose. I believe it to be the light module
located in the center console. Miles are high on the odometer however the repair and
restoration offset the value and yet it is still half the price of a k mile clean original 30th. Any
more questions please ask. I will upload more photos soon after this listing has posted. Happy
bidding! Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item. The seller has
relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
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